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Does theory matter or is practice alone enough? 
Image: http://goo.gl/ib6zsy
theoretical English phonetics practical English pronunciation
3 Aim
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4 Method: Online data
behaviour, performance
How is behaviour measurable?
theoretical English phonetics
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30 tutorials (90 mins each)
Image: http://goo.gl/ZuaBBm
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4 Method: Online data
behaviour, performance
events can be logged
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User IP address (anonymised e.g. 192.xxx.xxx.xxx)
User Moodle ID
Date and time of click
Page being viewed
Time on page
Page viewed prior to the current page and after it
Files that were clicked and downloaded
Browser, operating system, brand of device used 
(desktop, tablet, mobile, etc.)
User IP address
User Moodle ID
Date and time of click
Page being viewed
4 Method: Offline data
Image: http://goo.gl/JbWa6T
4 Method: Offline data
sociolinguistic interview
○ Polish spontaneous speech
○ Polish wordlist
○ English spontaneous speech




4 Method: Offline data
sociolinguistic interview
○ Centre for Speech and Language Processing
at the Faculty of English AMU
○ Audacity for recording and editing
○ Praat for analysis
4 Method: Offline data
pronunciation analysis (wordlists)
○ impressionistic and instrumental analysis
○ variables (consonants)
■ rhoticity (e.g. water, forget)
■ place of articulation (7 pairs, e.g. PL dok – EN dock)
■ aspiration (e.g. pin, bin, spin)
■ voicing / devoicing (e.g. bad – bat)
4 Method: Offline data
online survey
○ age, birthplace, places of residence, education
○ L2/L3 age of acquisition and current level







of success in 
acquiring English 
pronunciation
● student performance in the 
practical pronunciation course
(grades from tutorials/exam)
● impressionistic and instrumental 
analysis of students’ recorded 
performance using Praat
           student performance in the 











Oct ‘14 Feb ‘15 Jun ‘15
Offline
Online
Recording 1 Recording 2 Recording 3
Surveys
Grades




14 students (British pronunciation model)
○ age 19–20
○ 12 Female, 2 Male
○ Poznań or in its vicinity
○ L1 Polish
○ L2 English (B2–C1), age of acquisition 5–16 (mean 9.9)
5 Results so far
Online data
● first 2 months
Offline data 
● Still no 2nd round of recordings (TBD in Feb)
● Today, recordings (Polish and English wordlist)
used only to categorise learners at course start
5 Results so far
Predictor variable 1. Pronunciation level at course start
based on Recording 1 (estimated coefficient)
Outcome variable = phonetics course midterm grade
5 Results so far
Predictor variable 2. Online phonetics course: number of visits
(estimated coefficient)
Outcome variable = phonetics course midterm grade
5 Results so far
Predictor variable 3. Online phonetics course: avg. visit length
(estimated coefficient)
Outcome variable = phonetics course midterm grade
5 Results so far
Predictor variable 4. Online phonetics course:
amount of pre-/post-class content covered (estimated coefficient)
Outcome variable = phonetics course midterm grade
5 Results so far
Predictor variable 5. Online phonetics course:
results from pre-/post-class quizzes (estimated coefficient)
Outcome variable = phonetics course midterm grade
So far, one possible predictor of
achieving success in gaining metacompetence is
the amount of content covered in one online visit/sitting.
6 Conclusions
6 Conclusions
● observational study: no control group…
● …due to ethical and practical issues
● users’ privacy concerns
● legal issues
● Piwik requires constant maintenance
● still, most objective measurement of pre-/post-class 
behaviour so far
7 Future directions
On-going monitoring of struggling students?
Predicting at-risk students?
7 Future directions
How do learners in an online setting actually learn?
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